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A plastic relationship between vinculin-mediated
tension and adhesion complex area defines
adhesion size and lifetime
Pablo Hernández-Varas1,*, Ulrich Berge1,*, John G. Lock1,** & Staffan Strömblad1,**

Cell-matrix adhesions are central mediators of mechanotransduction, yet the interplay

between force and adhesion regulation remains unclear. Here we use live cell imaging to map

time-dependent cross-correlations between vinculin-mediated tension and adhesion complex

area, revealing a plastic, context-dependent relationship. Interestingly, while an expected

positive cross-correlation dominated in mid-sized adhesions, small and large adhesions

display negative cross-correlation. Furthermore, although large changes in adhesion complex

area follow vinculin-mediated tension alterations, small increases in area precede

vinculin-mediated tension dynamics. Modelling based on this mapping of the vinculin-

mediated tension-adhesion complex area relationship confirms its biological validity, and

indicates that this relationship explains adhesion size and lifetime limits, keeping

adhesions focal and transient. We also identify a subpopulation of steady-state adhesions

whose size and vinculin-mediated tension become stabilized, and whose disassembly may be

selectively microtubule-mediated. In conclusion, we define a plastic relationship between

vinculin-mediated tension and adhesion complex area that controls fundamental cell-matrix

adhesion properties.
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C
ell adhesion to the extracellular matrix (ECM) governs a
wide range of cellular processes, including differentiation,
survival, proliferation and migration. Deregulation of

cell-ECM adhesion can cause a range of pathologies, including
aberrant cell migration enabling cancer cell metastasis1.
Cell-ECM adhesion transmits mechanical forces bi-directionally
between the cellular microenvironment and the cytoskeleton,
with broad implications in stem cell differentiation and cancer
progression2–4. However, the regulatory interplay between
mechanical tension and cell-matrix adhesion remains unclear.

Cell-ECM adhesion is principally mediated by integrins, which
bind ECM ligands via their ecto-domains, and a large spectrum of
intracellular signalling and adaptor proteins via their cytoplasmic
tails. The resulting macromolecular assemblages, known as
cell-matrix adhesion complexes (CMACs), physically link the
actin cytoskeleton with the ECM, acting as chemical
and mechanical signalling hubs5,6, representing foci for
bi-directional mechanotransduction7. However, only a few
specific adhesion complex proteins are known to play key
roles in mechanotransduction8. Such load-bearing proteins,
localized within the CMAC-cytoskeleton linkage, undergo
conformational changes in response to tensile forces9. Among
these, vinculin acts at the core of the adhesion complex-associated
mechanotransduction machinery and regulates the recruitment
and release of several adhesion complex components10,11. Such
regulated net addition and net loss of adhesome proteins
contributes to overall adhesion complex assembly and
disassembly. Thus, molecular-scale mechanosensitivity may
translate into variations in adhesion complex area, and vice
versa12,13, eventually correlating with cell migration14. However,
it remains to be clarified whether and to what extent the
relationship between tension and adhesion size may influence
adhesion complex focality (restricted adhesion complex size) and
transience (restricted adhesion complex lifetime).

Previous studies using diverse experimental systems and
techniques have reported either a positive correlation
between tension and adhesion complex size15–22 or a negative
correlation23,24. Alternatively, the existence of a tension–adhesion
complex area correlation has been suggested to be adhesion
complex size25 or growth-phase26 dependent, potentially with
non-linear properties27.

These contrasting findings raise a fundamental question: is the
tension–adhesion complex area relationship in fact plastic and
contextually dependent, as implied by the diversity of published
findings? For example, does this relationship vary depending on
the current state of a given adhesion complex? To address
whether the tension–adhesion complex area relationship may be
plastic and, furthermore, to what extent this relationship may
explain adhesion complex characteristics (including adhesion
complex focality and transience), we simultaneously mapped
CMAC area and tension mediated by the vinculin-mimicking
VinTS tension-probe28. This probe enables FRET (Förster
resonance energy transfer)-based force measurement across the
critical mechanosensory component vinculin29. Notably, this
approach differs from the most obvious alternative methodology,
traction-force microscopy (TFM), because force application is
measured on a per molecule basis, rather than through
reconstruction of forces applied onto the substrate.

As applied herein, the VinTS probe permits the correlation of
molecular-scale tension dynamics and macromolecular-scale
adhesion complex area dynamics from the same adhesion
complex over time. To achieve this we established a novel
analysis pipeline, described extensively in Fig. 1. In short,
H1299 cells transfected with the VinTS probe were imaged
during random migration (Step 1), with adhesion segmentation
and tracking then enabling extraction of CMAC size and

vinculin-mediated tension (V-tension) values over time
(Step 2). Subsequently, the cross-correlation of these two signals
was assessed using a moving time window (Step 3). Each
cross-correlation value (per adhesion, per timepoint) was
contextualized based on current adhesion complex area and
V-tension values, as well as their rates of change, thereby
populating conditional maps of cross-correlation probabilties
(Step 4). These maps allowed simulation of adhesion behaviours
(Step 5), giving rise to synthetic adhesion complex properties.
These were compared with the experimentally derived empirical
distributions (Step 6), providing a validation of underlying data,
while also facilitating the prediction of metastable CMAC
subpopulations (Step 7). A hypothetical mechanism (microtubule
targeting-mediated disassembly) for the regulation of such
metastable CMACs was then tested experimentally (Step 8).

We find that most adhesion complexes are subject to
mechanical force-linked regulation of their size and lifetime,
sufficient to explain why adhesion complexes have a limited area
(focality) and lifetime (transience). In addition, a small number of
adhesion complexes enter a metastable state and may require
additional regulation by a microtubule-dependent mechanism for
their disassembly.

Results
The VinTS probe measures vinculin-mediated tension. To
concurrently assess vinculin-mediated tension (V-tension)
and cell-matrix adhesion compex (CMAC) area dynamics,
H1299 cells stably expressing either the tension sensor (VinTS),
or the tension-insensitive tail-less control construct (VinTL)28,
were imaged at 30 s intervals during random cell migration
on fibronectin. Image analysis based on segmentation and
tracking of single cells and their adhesion complex cohorts
(Supplementary Fig. 1) enabled simultaneous extraction of
quantitative features at molecular, macromolecular and
cellular scales, including CMAC area and the fluorescence
intensities used to generate the FRET signals. FRET signals
were used to assess the average relative tension transmitted
through VinTS molecules per CMAC, per time point (Fig. 2a).
The correspondence between FRET signals and relative tension
levels was confirmed via several distinct findings: (1) comparison
of VinTS- and VinTL-derived signals measured within segmented
adhesions revealed a clear distribution shift, indicative of
VinTS probe tension-sensitivity (Fig. 2b). (2) Treatment
with Y-27632 to inhibit ROCK and thereby reduce intracellular
tension30 progressively decreased VinTS tension signals over time
post drug addition, in contrast to the VinTL-probe (Fig. 2c). (3)
Significant correlations were detected between VinTS tension
signals and both cell and adhesion complex morphologies
previously shown to be tension-responsive14 (Fig. 2d).
Equivalent correlations to VinTL signals were absent.

Further, the expression levels of exogeneous vinculin-based
constructs were below the endogeneous vinculin levels
(Supplementary Fig. 2a). Importantly, the VinTS and VinTL
signal distributions were similar when comparing regions outside
adhesions wherein tension sensing is not expected
(Supplementary Fig. 2b). In addition, the probe concentration
did not substantially influence these outcomes, given that the
median correlation between VinTS intensity and V-tension
signals per adhesion was near zero for both VinTS and VinTL
(Supplementary Fig. 2c). Moreover, even at low intensities
(small or dim adhesions) we measure similar V-tension-
distributions as with high-intensity objects and therefore can
exclude bleed-through artefacts (Supplementary Fig. 2e).

In all, these findings confirm the tension-sensitivity of the
VinTS probe, indicating that our FRET signals are indeed
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Figure 1 | Schematic view of the experimental and analytical approach. Our analytical approach is based on quantitative microscopy and includes a

systems biology-based iterative cycle involving experiments, quantitative analysis and modelling; an approach referred to as systems microscopy52. Steps

used in this study are as follows: (1) randomly migrating H1299 cells expressing the vinculin-based tension FRET-sensor VinTS (or control VinTL)28 plated

on fibronectin (FN) were imaged. As indicated in inset, the VinTS sensor FRETs under low tension conditions. However, under high tension, FRETefficiency

drops. PM, plasma membrane. (2) Images were filtered and cell-matrix adhesion complexes (CMACs) were segmented (2.1) and their properties (including

area, intensity and dynamics) extracted. FRET ratios were calculated for each CMAC and converted into vinculin-mediated tension (V-tension) (2.2). The

CMACs were tracked over time (2.3). (3) For each individually tracked adhesion complex, cross-correlation analysis was performed over time (using

moving windows) between V-tension and CMAC area. (3b) Data quantification (CMAC area; V-tension; their rates of change; lifetime) produces empirical

adhesion complex property distributions, exemplified here by a cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot. (4) Cross-correlation values were aggregated

according to their corresponding CMAC area and DCMAC area values. For each coordinate in the CMAC area/DCMAC area space, the net probability of a

positive or negative cross-correlation was estimated. Similarly, a probabilistic map conditioned for V-tension/DV-tension was generated. These maps are

quantitative representations of the V-tension-CMAC area relationship. (5) To validate this representation of the V-tension-CMAC area relationship, we

tested whether empirical CMAC population property distributions could be reconstructed by stochastic modelling based on the probabilistic maps.

Modelling was based on iterative determination of coordinates in the CMAC area/CMAC Darea and V-tension /DV-tension spaces, incorporating a

stochastic component. Each model run generates an individual synthetic CMAC trajectory. (6) Populations of synthetic CMAC trajectories generated by

modelling produce synthetic adhesion complex property distributions (including area; V-tension; their rates of change; adhesion lifetime). These synthetic

distributions can be compared with the empirical distributions (see 3b). As empirical and synthetic distributions matched to a large extent, we infer that the

probabilistic maps on which models are based provide valid and meaningful representations of the relationship between CMAC area and V-tension. (7) Our

modelling also gave rise to the novel hypothesis that a small proportion of CMACs reach a steady-state for V-tension and CMAC area. This implies that

these metastable adhesion complexes may require alternative disassembly mechanisms, such as microtubule-mediated catastrophic disassembly. (8) This

prediction was experimentally tested. By treating cells with nocodazole to disrupt microtubules, we observed an enrichment of CMACs within size ranges

preferentially occupied by steady-state adhesions in both synthetic and empirical populations. This enrichment suggests microtubule-mediated adhesion

complex disassembly as a selective mechanism for the termination of CMACs locked in a stable steady state.
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reflective of the tension experienced through the vinculin
construct, per adhesion complex, per time point. Overall, while
we observe that the VinTS sensor has a relatively low signal to
noise ratio, the sampling of thousands of CMAC observations
provides robust measures of vinculin-mediated tension, according
to several independent criteria.

V-tension and adhesion complex area cross-correlation. As
noted above, reports describing the correlation between tension
and adhesion complex area appear, to date, contradictory. We
hypothesized that such contradictions may reflect plasticity and
context-dependence in the area-tension relationship, that is, that
the type of correlation may depend on the current state of the
adhesion complex (for example, its size and/or growth rate). To
characterize such context-dependence, we first performed a
moving window cross-correlation analysis of the CMAC area and
V-tension signals (Fig. 3a). Cross-correlation analyses give
information about both the type of relationship between two
dynamic signals (correlation or anti-correlation) and their
temporal order (lag). For instance, the representative adhesion
complex displayed in Fig. 3 shows both positive and negative

correlations over time between CMAC area and V-tension
(Fig. 3b). Crucially, we maintained links between recorded cross-
correlation values and the corresponding values of CMAC area
and V-tension, as well as the rates of change in these values, per
adhesion, per time point (Fig. 3c). This allowed us to recognize
coherent trends in cross-correlation values by populating an area-
Darea map (that is, small versus big and growing versus shrinking
CMACs) with all of the correlation values (positive or negative)
observed in CMACs as a function of their size (CMAC area) and
growth rate (DCMAC area) (area-conditioned cross-correlation
map, Fig. 4a). This revealed local tendencies towards positive
or negative cross-correlation. For instance, given all adhesion
complexes with a size of 1.5 mm2 that are slightly growing
(þ 0.1 mm2), the majority of all analysed CMACs showed a
positive CMAC area-V-tension cross-correlation (adhesion
complex area increases with rising vinculin-mediated tension;
Fig. 4a region ii). We next performed an equivalent mapping
of CMAC area-V-tension cross-correlation probabilities,
conditioned this time within the V-tension-DV-tension space
(V-tension-conditioned cross-correlation map, Supplementary
Fig. 4). Finally, we also mapped how the temporal order (lags)
of correlated CMAC area and V-tension dynamics varied within
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the CMAC area/Darea space (showing which signal tends to
precede the other in different adhesions; area-conditioned
Lag map, Fig. 4b).

A plastic relationship between V-tension and adhesion size.
The landscape defined in Fig. 4a indicates that the CMAC area-V-
tension relationship is highly plastic, showing non-linear, non-
monotonic and multimodal characteristics. This means that no
simple, linear generalization can be applied, such as ‘with
increasing tension, adhesions grow’. Instead, the non-linearity of

these trends, combined with their local coherence, implies that
this relationship is contextually dependent (on current adhesion
complex area and rate of area change), but non-random. A
rugged landscape also defines the temporal signal ordering of
V-tension and CMAC area signals (Fig. 4b). As expected, changes
in V-tension often preceded correlated changes in adhesion
complex area (V-tension upstream; Fig. 4b regions iii and iv).
However, surprisingly, the inverse is also true, such that changes
in adhesion complex area also preceded changes in vinculin-
mediated tension (V-tension downstream; Fig. 4b regions i
and ii). Thus, in terms of temporal precedence, there appears to
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Figure 3 | Both positive and negative cross-correlations between V-tension and CMAC area exist. (a) Example graph of cell-matrix adhesion complex

(CMAC) area (red) and vinculin-mediated tension (V-tension; blue) over time. Black boxes represent the cross-correlation windows depicted in

(b). The grey boxes illustrate the sequential moving windows used for analysis. (b) Examples of positive (left box) and negative (right box) cross-

correlation of V-tension and CMAC area. For each time window, CMAC area values were standardized (by subtracting the mean CMAC area in the time

window and dividing by the corresponding standard deviation of CMAC area) and cross-correlated with the V-tension. The right plot in each panel shows

the cross-correlogram of the signals to the left. Apart from the cross-correlation value (c) and its temporal lag (lag), the initial CMAC area (A0), the CMAC

area one time point after (A1), the initial V-tension value (T0) and the V-tension value one time point after (T1) were used for further calculations. Window:

6 time points (¼ 3min). Green lines in the cross-correlogram mark the 95% confidence bounds used as threshold to select significant cross-correlations

for further analyses. (c) Overlay of the plot in (a) (in background) with the moving cross-correlation values (black).
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be a flexible, bidirectional and, once again, context-dependent
relationship between vinculin-mediated tension and adhesion
complex area.

A combinatorial view of these two maps further emphasizes the
plasticity of the V-tension-CMAC area relationship. In fact, all
four possible combinations of dynamics are observed, that is,
positive or negative cross-correlation, with adhesion complex area
either following or leading changes in vinculin-mediated tension
(exemplified in regions i–iv of Fig. 4a,b, summarized in 4c).

Interestingly, both the area-conditioned cross-correlation and
temporal lag maps contain specific regional trends that may
represent local regulatory regimes. From the maps in Fig. 4a,b, we
identified five such regional trends, for which mechanisms are
considered in detail in Discussion. These include: 1) small,
growing adhesions (o1 mm2) exhibit a negative correlation
between their area and V-tension, as previously reported by
Beningo et al.23 while; 2) moderately sized adhesions
(41 & o4.5 mm2) with moderate dynamics (change in area
4� 0.4 & o0.6 mm2), representing B80% of observations, tend
to show positive V-tension-CMAC area correlations, as
supported by a number of publications17,18,31. Alternatively, (3)
large adhesions (44.5 & o6 mm2) tend to revert to a negative
correlation, which may be reflective of mechanisms limiting the
adhesion complex area distribution26. From Fig. 4b we note that
(4) large changes in adhesion complex area (4|0.2| mm2) tend to
follow changes in vinculin-mediated tension, while (5) small

increases in adhesion complex area (o0.2 mm2) tend to
precede changes in vinculin-mediated tension, a process
that may be related to ‘tugging’ to probe the substrate32.
Overall, our contextually sensitive analysis, based on new
empirical data, provides a coherent framework to integrate
many previously contradictory findings. Thus, we establish a
uniquely comprehensive view of the plastic relationship between
mechanical force sensing and adhesion state.

Modelling of adhesion dynamics based on empirical data. To
test the biological relevance of the two probabilistic cross-
correlation maps representing the V-tension-CMAC area
relationship, we performed modelling based on their combined
topologies, as described in Methods and Supplementary Fig. 6 in
Supplementary Notes. In figurative terms, we allowed a
theoretical adhesion complex to ‘ping-pong’ between these two
cross-correlation landscapes, with such bouncing subtly modified
by tunable stochastic variability. This modelling allowed the
simulation of synthetic adhesion trajectories over iterative time
points in the four-coordinate area-Darea-V-tension-DV-tension
space (example represented in the area-Darea landscape, Fig. 5a).
These synthetic trajectories often resemble expected empirical
adhesion complex behaviours, including a growth phase, a
dynamic intermediate phase and a final disassembly phase
(Fig. 5b). Given this positive indication, a spectrum of 10,000
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area).
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different models was developed, with each applied to generate
1,000 simulated CMAC trajectories from which population dis-
tributions describing key features of synthetic CMACs were
extracted.

Synthetic adhesion complex properties match empirical data.
The accurate reconstruction of empirical distributions through
modelling is likely to be possible only if cross-correlation maps

are accurate representations of the true V-tension-CMAC area
relationship. Excitingly, by comparing empirical and synthetically
generated adhesion complex population data, we observed
striking correspondences. This represents a strong validation of
the complex V-tension-CMAC area relationship defined by
the cross-correlation maps. To achieve this outcome, model
optimization was performed by finding best-fits between the
synthetic and empirical distributions for CMAC area, V-tension,
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Darea, DV-tension and adhesion lifetime, or combinations of
these features. Specifically, we now consider four models opti-
mally fitting CMAC area, adhesion lifetime, both CMAC area and
lifetime, or all five indicated distributions (Fig. 5c–g). These
models closely predict the empirical distributions of CMAC area
(Fig. 5c) and V-tension (Fig. 5d), features for which information
is intrinsic to the model, as CMAC area and V-tension are direct
input variables. However, these models were also able to predict
the distributions of variables such as DCMAC area (Fig. 5e) and
DV-tension (Fig. 5f), which are not direct input variables
(although they are related). Remarkably, CMAC lifetime (Fig. 5g),
for which no direct information is present in the model, was also
predicted with high accuracy. Critically, adhesion lifetime shows
no correlation with either CMAC area (Supplementary Fig. 7a,b)
or with V-tension (Supplementary Fig. 7c,d), and thus it is a de
facto independent variable. This indicates that the success of
modelling and distribution optimization is highly unlikely to
result from circular reasoning. Instead, the capacity of these
models to reconstruct both dependent and independent feature
distributions confirms the biological relevance of the probabilistic
maps (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 5). Moreover, the match
of synthetic and emipirical CMAC area and lifetime distributions
(even when optimized to unrelated parameters) implies that
the V-tension-CMAC area relationship is able to explain, to a
large extent, the focal (limited adhesion complex size) and
transient (limited adhesion complex lifetime) nature of adhesion
populations.

In summary, we have thus far (1) defined the V-tension-
CMAC area relationship as plastic, and; (2) shown that this
plastic relationship is sufficient to explain and predict funda-
mental adhesion complex characteristics.

V-tension-size relationship governs most adhesion behaviours.
To quantify to what extent adhesion complex behaviour could be
explained by the V-tension-CMAC area relationship, we assessed
what proportion of synthetic adhesions displayed complete life-
times, including a complete disassembly phase, which is not a
predetermined outcome of the models. The presence of adhesion
complexes whose complete lifetimes could not be modelled would
imply limits to the regulatory influence of the V-tension-CMAC
area relationship, as defined herein. Alternatively, as exemplified

in Fig. 5a, the generation of complete adhesion trajectories,
from assembly to disassembly, implies the sufficiency of this
relationship to fully explain the dynamics of a particular synthetic
CMAC. Focusing on the non-determined process of disassembly,
four distinct termination archetypes for adhesion trajectories
are conceivable in our models (Fig. 6a): (I) simulated
adhesions may assemble and disassemble completely; (II) simu-
lated CMAC area, DCMAC area, V-tension, or DV-tension values
may exceed the limits of the sampled cross-correlation maps; (III)
simulated adhesions may remain dynamic yet fail to terminate
within the 1,000 simulation iterations; (IV) simulated adhesions
may enter a metastable state wherein CMAC area and V-tension
values become non-variable. We assessed the frequencies of
termination types I-IV arising from the four optimized
models (Fig. 6b), finding that the vast majority (B60 to 80%) of
synthetic CMAC trajectories ends via termination type I,
mimicking commonly described empirical behaviours. This
indicates that the V-tension-CMAC area relationship is indeed
sufficient to explain most CMAC trajectories, and therefore
may govern most adhesion lifetimes. Importantly, in the four
optimal models, no CMAC trajectory reached 1,000 simulation
iterations (termination type III).

Modelling predicts metastable adhesion subpopulations.
Intriguingly, all four optimized models also predicted the
existence of adhesion trajectories that attain a stable steady-state
where CMAC area and V-tension values become equilibrated
and no longer vary (Termination type IV, Fig. 6a,b). This
exposes putative limits to the explanatory power of the mapped
V-tension-CMAC area relationship, and predicts that
subpopulations of adhesion complexes stable for CMAC area
and V-tension may exist (that is, CMAC area and V-tension
‘steady-state’ or ‘metastable’ adhesions). Remarkably, this
corresponds with recent TFM-derived empirical evidence that
adhesion complexes may be divided into tension-dynamic and
tension-stable subpopulations33.

Metastable adhesions are enriched at specific adhesion sizes. To
test this prediction, we studied the CMAC area distributions of
synthetic metastable adhesions, which remain stable for both
CMAC area and V-tension. This revealed a multimodal
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distribution (Fig. 7a, left). By repetitively applying Gaussian
mixture modelling (GMM), a statistical tool to identify
subpopulations in an unbiased manner34, we identified either two
or three metastable adhesion complex subpopulations
(frequencies shown in Fig. 7a, middle). These adhesion complex
subpopulations have mean CMAC area values in the ranges of
1–2 mm2, 2.5–3 mm2 and 5–6 mm2 (Fig. 7a, right). Notably, similar
data were found in synthetic distributions from a differently
optimized model (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Given these specific predictions about the location (CMAC
area value ranges) of metastable synthetic adhesion complex
subpopulations, we used the same unbiased approach to test for
the existence of corresponding stable subpopulations in empirical
data. GMM was therefore applied to the empirical CMAC area
distribution of stable adhesions (that is, showing the same area
value in at least two consecutive time points) (Fig. 7b, left).
Remarkably both the number of subpopulations and their area
ranges closely match those of the synthetic data (Fig. 7b).

Microtubule disruption enriches adhesions of predicted sizes.
The empirical detection of steady-state adhesions, whose
disassembly cannot be explained by the plastic V-tension-CMAC
area relationship, implies the involvement of alternative
disassembly mechanisms that may be (a) V-tension-independent
(at least within our detection limits) and/or; (b) rapid and
therefore below the temporal resolution (30 s) of our data.
Importantly, adhesion complex disassembly is generally expected
to correspond with progressive decreases in tension19,20.

However, microtubule targeting-mediated catastrophic CMAC
disassembly represents a specific alternative mechanism for which
tension is not known to play an initiating role35. Furthermore,
microtubule-mediated adhesion complex disassembly is
extremely rapid, occurring within seconds36, meaning that any
associated tension dynamics would be undetectable given our
temporal resolution.

To test the hypothesis that microtubule-mediated catastrophic
CMAC disassembly may be a selective mechanism for the
termination of metastable adhesions, VinTS-expressing cells were
treated with 1 mM nocodazole to disrupt microtubules. CMAC
area distributions following DMSO (control) and nocodazole
treatments were compared (Fig. 7c). We observed a selective
enrichment of adhesion complexes with areas of B3 mm2 and
B6 mm2 in nocodazole-treated cells (Fig. 7d), contributing to an
overall increase in CMAC size, as previously reported37,38.
Strikingly, these overrepresented CMAC area values correspond
to those wherein metastable adhesions are enriched within both
synthetic and empirical data sets (see asterisks in Fig. 7a right, 7b
right and 7d). These data support the hypothesis that steady-state
adhesion complex subpopulations may undergo swift disassembly
by a microtubule-targeting-mediated mechanism, which would
therefore represent a selective stimulus for steady-state exit.
The combined explanatory power of the V-tension-CMAC area
relationship and this alternative process of microtubule-mediated
adhesion complex disassembly, targeting those adhesions in a
metastable state, provides a comprehensive view of the regulatory
mechanisms governing adhesion complex behaviour.
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c. Microtubule disruption by nocodazole selectively enriched CMACs with areas around putative stable attractor state values of B3 andB6 mm2,

highlighted by asterisks in a, b and d.
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Discussion
This study provides a comprehensive characterization of the
relationship between vinculin-mediated tension (V-tension) and
cell-matrix adhesion complex (CMAC) area. By extensively
mapping the correlated dynamics of these variables, we generated
probabilistic landscapes that contain non-linear, non-monotonic
and multi-modal features, thereby defining the plastic
and context-dependent nature of the V-tension-CMAC
area relationship. Mechanistically, such plasticity in the
V-tension-CMAC area relationship likely reflects underlying
changes in the biochemical states of adhesion complexes,
involving molecular-scale switches22. This hypothesis is
supported by the tension-responsiveness of regulatory adhesion
complex components (for example, vinculin, talin, FAK, paxillin,
zyxin, ILK, p130Cas, vinexin9,11,39), whose adaptor and/or
signalling activities are modulated by applied tension levels.
This underlines the importance of mechanotransduction at the
molecular scale in the determination of macromolecular scale
adhesion properties, such as area12, which in turn regulate
higher-order processes, such as cell migration14.

Remarkably, most preceding findings, though often contra-
dictory and derived from different techniques, may now be
consolidated based on the specific regional trends identified
through our probabilistic mapping. This is despite the fact that
our data are limited to measurements of vinculin-mediated
tension, rather than total force transmission. For example, in
our results, most moderately sized adhesions show positive
correlations between V-tension and CMAC area, supporting
numerous previous findings17,18,31. Yet, most small and large
adhesion complexes show negative correlations, corresponding
with alternate observations23,24. Thus, rather than representing
contradictions, such findings may now be logically interpreted as
reflecting contextual dependence upon CMAC area and DCMAC
area values.

One of the most interesting regional trends identified herein is
the negative correlation between CMAC area and V-tension
found in large adhesion complexes. This represents an inversion
of the positive correlation observed for moderately sized adhesion
complexes. This inversion has profound implications, as it may
demarcate specific mechanisms that define an upper limit to the
size of adhesions. This potentially includes terminating the
positive feedback-loop thought to link increases in mechanical
tension with increases in adhesion complex growth7,40,41.
Termination of this feedback-loop is likely to serve a key role
in constraining the CMAC area distribution, as well as triggering
adhesion complex disassembly and, thus, also limiting adhesion
complex lifetime. Consequently, this particular regulatory regime
may be critical for the definition of adhesion complex focality
(limited CMAC area) and transience (limited CMAC lifetime).
Notably, although our findings specify negative correlation rather
than V-tension-independence, they bare similarity to previous
indications that, after reaching large sizes, adhesions no longer
grow in response to increased tension26.

In addition to mapping cross-correlation probabilities, our
analysis uniquely resolves the temporal ordering of spontaneous
V-tension- and CMAC area-dynamics to establish an unprece-
dentedly complete picture of tension-linked adhesion complex
behaviours. As implied by previous perturbation studies42,
changes in tension often precede changes in CMAC area, most
likely in a causal manner. Indeed, we observed that large changes
in CMAC area predominantly occurred following changes in
V-tension. This implies that V-tension fluctuations at the
molecular level can profoundly influence adhesion complex
structure at the macromolecular scale. Surprisingly, however, we
also observed that small increases in adhesion area typically
preceded changes in vinculin-mediated tension. Explicitly, in

small, growing adhesion complexes, wherein V-tension and
CMAC area tend to be negatively correlated, slight increases in
area may act to promote the redistribution of forces
across additional load-bearing molecules as they are
incorporated into the adhesion complex. This would dictate
decreased tension levels per molecule, even though total tension
applied to the adhesion complex may increase22. This hypothesis
is especially attractive for immature adhesion complexes
with limited F-actin connectivity, whose initial growth
is thought to be biochemically rather than mechanically
driven43–45. In contrast, within moderately sized adhesion
complexes, small increases in CMAC area before correlated
V-tension increases may reflect pre-emptive tuning of
load-bearing structures in preparation for subsequent increases
in mechanical stress. Together, these unique, temporally resolved
findings emphasize that, although tension (molecular-scale
dynamics) usually drives major CMAC area changes
(macromolecular-scale adhesion complex dynamics), area
changes may also, unexpectedly, precede tension responses.

Moving beyond independent interpretations of local topo-
graphic features within the relationship maps, modelling
provided the means to (1) validate and (2) interpret the collective
implications of these maps. First, by synthetically recapitulating
the empirical distributions of CMAC feature values (including
features independent from modelling inputs, that is, CMAC
lifetime), modelling confirmed that the correlation probability
maps meaningfully represent the V-tension-CMAC area relation-
ship. Second, assessing the proportion of synthetic adhesion
complexes that terminate via disassembly (termination type 1)
indicated that the V-tension-CMAC area relationship (as defined)
is sufficient to explain the complete lifetime dynamics of most
(60–80%) individual adhesions. This relationship is thus a major
determinant of parameter distributions (including CMAC area
and lifetime) at the adhesion population level. We therefore
conclude that this relationship plays a vital role in shaping
fundamental adhesion complex properties, such as adhesion
complex focality and transience.

While the modelling approach applied herein did recapitulate
empirical adhesion population properties with high accuracy, it
could not fully account for the properties and dynamics of all
individual adhesions. Specifically, the disassembly of a
small proportion of synthetic adhesion complexes remained
unexplained, because in each of our optimized models, some
adhesions stabilized to a metastable state wherein V-tension and
area values remained unchanged over time. Given that all
empirical adhesions do disassemble, this result highlights a
specific limit to the explanatory power of the V-tension-CMAC
area relationship, as currently defined. Nonetheless, these
modelling-based results precipitated two important biological
predictions: (a) that equilibrated, steady-state adhesion
subpopulations may exist and; (b) that these adhesion complexes
may require a specialized disassembly mechanism that our
data collection failed to adequately capture, potentially because it
is rapid and/or V-tension-independent. Such an alternative
disassembly mechanism is necessary to explain how these
metastable adhesion complexes terminate their lifetime, given
that measured changes in vinculin-mediated tension and CMAC
area are unable to do so.

Steady-state adhesion complexes were identified in both
synthetic and empirical adhesions using an unbiased approach
to subpopulations detection. This analysis clearly and
reproducibly indicated the localized enrichment of metastable
adhesions at specific sizes, with a near perfect correspondence
between the area values predicted in empirical and synthetic
CMAC data. This suggests the existence of underlying ‘attractor’
states in our probabilistic landscapes. In the context of complex
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systems, attractor states represent organizational states of a
system where an equilibrium is more likely to arise, leading to the
local enrichment of steady-state observations46. Notably, our
finding that most individual adhesions display dynamic
V-tension levels, while a small proportion display stable
V-tension values, is in accordance with recent TFM-derived
data showing distinct subpopulations of stable and dynamic
adhesions, according to force measurement33.

Given evidence supporting the existence of steady-state
adhesion subpopulations (confirming the first prediction, above),
we next addressed the second prediction by attempting to identify
a specific disassembly mechanism that is either rapid and/or
V-tension-independent, and therefore not detected in our current
data. Notably, microtubule targeting-mediated catastrophic
CMAC disassembly is a suitable candidate mechanism, given
that it is selective35,37, rapid (occurring in few seconds47, well
under our 30 s resolution), and initially tension-independent
(with tension responses likely being a downstream response
rather than the initiating mechanism37,48). Accordingly, by using
nocodazole to disrupt microtubules, we observed significant
enrichment of adhesion complexes in the same CMAC area
ranges where metastable adhesions were over-represented in both
synthetic and empirical adhesion population data. The specificity
of this enrichment strongly supports a selective role for
microtubule targeting-mediated adhesion complex disassembly
in the termination of stable, attractor state-locked adhesions. This
selective mechanism would differ from, for example, indirect
effects on global tension49, which would be expected to have more
general (not selectively enriched) effects on CMAC area
distributions. Thus, our data lead to the prediction that the well
studied mechanism of microtubule targeting-mediated
catastrophic CMAC disassembly is in fact selective for a specific
subpopulation of steady-state adhesions.

Despite significant technical and analytical advances, our
analysis is still constrained somewhat by the limited dynamic
range (approximately 1–6 pN) and low signal to noise ratio of the
VinTS probe. The limited dynamic range dictates that CMACs
experiencing tension fluctuations outside these values will not
give a significant cross-correlation value and are therefore not
captured in the relationship maps. Similarly, low signal to noise
may ultimately obscure instances of cross-correlation, although
there is no indication that this would occur in a biased manner,
and hence this may not substantially alter our current
interpretations. Nonetheless, in light of these key limitations, it
is worth noting that the V-tension-CMAC area relationship as
currently defined could (a) contain a mixture of differently
behaving adhesion subpopulations; (b) hide less abundant but
different adhesion behaviours, and/or; (c) be more nuanced given
higher spatiotemporal resolution, higher signal to noise ratios and
a higher dynamic range.

Overall, in this study, we describe a novel framework for
conceptualizing and exploring adhesion complex regulation.
Extensive mapping of the correlative links between vinculin-
mediated tension and CMAC area revealed a plastic and context-
dependent relationship. Modelling suggested that a majority of
adhesions are principally regulated by mechanisms encapsulated
by the V-tension-CMAC area relationship, dictating essential
properties of adhesion complex populations (focality and
transience). Modelling also unexpectedly predicted a subpopula-
tion of steady-state, attractor-associated adhesions for which
evidence was also detected in empirical adhesion populations.
Finally, we indicated that the disassembly of metastable adhesions
may be selectively induced by microtubule targeting. We thus
present a comprehensive interpretation of the balance between
mechanotransduction- and microtubule-based mechanisms of
adhesion complex regulation.

Methods
Cell culture and reagents. H1299 human non-small lung cancer cells (kind gift
from B. Geiger, The Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel) were cultured in RPMI-
1,640 (Gibco) medium supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco) and 5mg/ml L-Glu-
tamine (Gibco).

Expression plasmids used include the previously described VinTS tension
sensor and VinTL tail-less control (constant FRET)28; (kind gifts from M.A.
Schwartz, University of Virginia, USA). The pGL4.21 vector and the mKate2-
paxillin plasmid (kindly gifted by K. Lukyanov, Institute of Bio-organic Chemistry,
Moscow, Russia) were also employed. Fibronectin was purified from human blood
serum according to previously described methods50.

Stable cell lines expressing the VinTS tension sensor or VinTL control
constructs were generated as follows: H1299 cells were co-transfected with the
VinTS or VinTL plasmids, the mKate2-Paxillin construct and the pGL4.21 vector
containing a PuroR cassette, using Lipofectamine Plus (Invitrogen) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions; 48 h after transfection, cells were subjected to
selection with puromycin (2 mg/ml, Sigma) and subsequently FACS sorted (FACS
ARIA, BD). Cells were cultured in the presence of the selection antibiotic.

To disrupt microtubule function, cells were treated with 1 mM nocodazole
(Sigma) or DMSO (1:16,667) for 1 h, and subsequently fixed (4% PFA in PBS). To
inhibit ROCK signalling, cells were treated with Y-27632 (2 mM; Sigma).

Immunoblot. H1299 cells were detached with EDTA 2mM in PBS and lysed in a
buffer with 0.5% NP-40, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl and 1mM EDTA.
Cell extracts were subjected to SDS–PAGE, followed by a semi-dry transfer to an
Immobilon (Millipore) membrane and immunoblotting with primary antibodies
anti-vinculin (clone hVin-1; Sigma; #V9131 1:2,000), and anti GAPDH (clone
6C5; Millipore; #MAB374; 1:5,000; used as loading control). Subsequently,
incubation with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson;
#715-035-151; 1:3,000) enabled protein detection with chemiluminiscent substrate
(Pierce; ECL plus; #32132-P).

Live-cell ratiometric imaging. PBS-washed optical glass-bottomed 96-well plates
(Matrical) were coated with fibronectin (10mgml� 1) in PBS at 37 �C for 1 h,
followed by blocking with 0.5% heat-denatured BSA (Sigma) in PBS for 20min,
and RPMI-1640 washing (3� ). Cells were trypsinised, PBS-washed and replated in
RPMI-1640þ 0.1% FBS into the fibronectin-coated plates (1,500 cells/well). Cells
were then incubated for 4 h. Live-cell imaging was performed using a Nikon A1R
confocal under cell-culture conditions. Images were acquired every 30 s for 4 h,
using a � 60 Plan Apo oil objective (1.4 NA), � 1.25 zoom and 512� 512 reso-
lution. Use of the spectral detector allowed the following optical configuration for
simultaneous channel acquisition: ‘mTFP1’-channel (457 nm laser excitation,
emission bandwidth collected 470–510 nm); ‘FRET’-channel (457 nm laser excita-
tion, emission bandwidth collected 530–550 nm); ‘mKate2’-channel (561 nm laser
excitation, emission bandwidth collected 600–680 nm). To detect cell responses to
ROCK inhibition, cells were imaged every 10 s for 45min, with 2 mM Y-27632
(Sigma) delivered after 55 imaging time points.

Image processing and segmentation. All images were filtered using the
smoothing, edge preserving bilateral filter51 (Matlab function written by Douglas R.
Lanman, Brown University; dlanman@brown.edu). The following parameters were
visually adjusted and applied to all channels: Gaussian bilateral window half-size
(defined as 7 pixels); Bilateral filter s.d. values (1 pixel for both the spatial and the
intensity domains).

Patch Morphology Analysis Dynamic software (Digital Cell Imaging
Laboratories, Belgium) was used to segment and track individual cells and their
cell-matrix adhesion complex (CMAC) cohorts, allowing the extraction of a
spectrum of quantitative features, including CMAC size and channel intensities
within each adhesion complex. Tracking-parameters applied: interpolation 1 time
point; maximum step-size 3 mm; minimum track lifetime 4 time points; minimal
object size 3 px (0.3 mm2). Segmentation masks were used to obtain pixel intensities
from both CMACs and cells.

FRET ratio calculation and vinculin-tension signal display. To calculate FRET
signals from the VinTS and VinTL probes, ratios were generated between Venus
and mTFP1 mean intensities, per CMAC. Ratios were linearized by logarithmic
transformation and inverted to more intuitively represent relative tension signal
levels (since high vinculin-mediated tension (V-tension) corresponds to low
FRET). Thus, the measure that we describe here as ‘vinculin-mediated tension’
or V-tension reflects the average relative V-tension transmitted through the
exogenous vinculin-based tension sensor molecules in a segmented object.

To assess the influence of potential channel bleed-through or cross-activation,
we performed spectral imaging of fixed VinTL and VinTS expressing cells, followed
by spectral unmixing based on single fluorophore spectra obtained under
equivalent experimental and optical conditions. No difference in ratio
measurements was observed between standard acquisition or spectrally unmixed
acquisition. Thus, the contributions of potential bleed-through or cross-activation
were considered negligible in our system.
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To estimate the sensor concentration, an average signal of the mTFP1 and
Venus channel was generated, which we refer to as ‘CY’-signal.

Cross-correlation analysis. A smoothing spline algorithm implemented as a
MATLAB function (DeBoor’s algorithm; Fred Frigo; http://www.eng.mu.edu/frigof/
spline.html) was applied to CMAC Area, CMAC Mean Intensity CY and V-tension
time series. The smoothing factor for all signals (value exp (� 10� 6)) was visually
selected. Delta values of these parameters were calculated after smoothing. For
further processing, only CMACs with lifetimes 45 time points and a minimal
absolute range of CMAC area variation greater than 0.5mm2 were considered.

Cross-correlation was used to leverage time-resolved information contained in
the synchronous dynamics of CMAC area and V-tension over individual CMAC
lifetimes. Short time windows (D¼ 3min) were selected to link changing cross-
correlation values over time to the changing state of each CMAC (Fig. 3a). For each
moving of that window the initial CMAC area (at time 0, A0), the change in area
(from time 0 to 1, Darea, A1–A0), the initial V-tension (T0) and the change in
V-tension (DV-tension, T1–T0) were determined. CMAC area and V-tension
distributions were then standardized by subtracting the window’s mean and dividing
it by the maximal s.d. of VinTL and VinTS parameter distribution. Significant cross-
correlation values (r4|0.8|) and their temporal lags (time offset between correlated
signals) were also extracted (Fig. 3b: left box, positive V-tension-CMAC area cross-
correlation; right box, negative V-tension-CMAC area cross-correlation). Notably,
768 CMACs showed a significant cross-correlation signal in VinTS expressing cells,
while signal was found only in 72 CMACs in VinTL expressing cells.

Cross-correlation probability map generation. Cross-correlation values were
binarized. Probability maps for both positive and negative CMAC area-V-tension
cross-correlation were generated using Kernel smoothing function-estimates of (I) area
versus Darea versus positive cross-correlation; (II) area versus Darea versus negative
cross-correlation; (III) V-tension versus DV-tension versus positive cross-correlation
and; (IV) V-tension versus DV-tension versus negative cross-correlation. The sum of
the probabilities (maps I and II, or III and IV, respectively) were set to 1 and sub-
tracted from each other resulting in two V-tension -CMAC area cross-correlation net
probability maps for either Area versus Darea or V-tension versus DV-tension (Fig. 4a
and Supplementary Fig. 4). Our sensitivity to short and/or weak cross-correlation
patterns is limited by the 30 s data-sampling rate, the defined time window, and the
stringent statistical threshold (a¼ 5%) for significant cross-correlation.

Cell-matrix adhesion complex modelling. Our modelling was performed as
follows below and is visualized in Supplementary Fig. 6 in Supplementary Notes.

The V-tension- and CMAC area-conditioned cross-correlation net probability
maps collectively represent a 4-dimensional coordinate system. To initiate
synthetic CMAC lifetimes, we estimated the initial values from empirical data,
mimicking a small CMAC (initial area¼ 0.2 mm2) that is growing
(DArea¼ 0.1 mm2) with an initial V-tension of 0.1 a.u. These values define
coordinates in the CMAC area-conditioned net probability map, enabling the
estimation of the net probability of a positive or negative cross-correlation between
CMAC area and V-tension. This cross-correlation probability is translated into a
V-tension value by multiplying it by a conversion factor (F1), which is generated as
a normal random number with mean m1 and a standard deviation s1¼ m1/n where
n is a noise factor and thus the stochastic component of the model. The product of
this multiplication renders a modelled V-tension value for the next iteration. Given
the known initial V-tension and the modelled V-tension value, a DV-tension value
is calculated. Subsequently, the cross-correlation probability of the new coordinates
in the V-tension-conditioned net probability map is similarly converted using a
second conversion factor (F2), with m2 and s2¼m2/n. This process was iterated for
up to 1,000 times, resulting in synthetic CMAC trajectories. Simulations could
terminate in four ways: (1) after a complete cycle of assembly and disassembly;
(2) when the modelled values for CMAC area or V-tension exceed the limits of net
probability map ranges; (3) if the maximal number of iterations was reached or;
(4) when CMAC area and/or V-tension values become non-dynamic. Termination
type 4 was enacted when the CMAC area value did not change more than 0.1 mm2

in four consecutive iterations (this always implied a permanent stabilization).
Given preliminary findings, we introduced time variables (t) to the modelling
applied herein, defining the number of iterations before termination of simulations
that remain non-dynamic: t1 was applied for CMAC areas o2 mm2; t2 for CMAC
areas between Z2 mm2 and o3.5 mm2; and t3 for CMAC areas Z3.5 mm2. Thus,
the following parameters were used to create different models.

m1¼ [0.001 0.025 0.005 0.0075];
m2¼ [0.025 0.05 0.1 0.5 0.75];
n¼ [0.0625 0.125 0.25 0.5];
t1¼ [1 2 3 5 10];
t2¼ [1 2 3 5 10];
t3¼ [1 2 3 5 10];
By iterating through this 6-dimensional array, we simulated a total of 10,000

distinct models, each generating 1,000 synthetic CMAC trajectories with theoretical
maximal lifetimes of 1,000 iterations.

For each of the 10,000 models, the following CMAC feature distributions were
extracted: CMAC area, V-tension, DCMAC area, DV-tension, CMAC lifetime

(number of iterations). These synthetic distributions were compared with the
empirical distributions of these features using the Pearson’s w2 goodness-of-fit test,
and those achieving distributions with the minimal w2-value were defined as
optimally fitting.

Statistics. Standard statistical techniques were implemented in MATLAB. Applied
tests are mentioned in each figure. Linear trends were assessed by robust regression
using the bisquare weighting function. Correlations were tested by Spearman’s rank
correlation. Distributions were compared using the Pearson’s w2 goodness-of-fit
test. Differences in distribution medians were tested by Kruskal–Wallis test.
Multiple comparison corrections were applied according to Tukey’s honest sig-
nificant difference criterion. Gaussian mixture parameters were estimated using an
Expectation Maximization algorithm. Optimal number of Gaussian models were
chosen based on the minimal Akaike information criterion (AIC).
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